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In my opening essay, I tried to make a cogent, economist�s case that 

economic globalization serves a sensible conception of the common 

constructively engage ethicists, theologians, and skeptics from across the 

rooted, conception of the �good� that economic society serves, and of the 

that might serve that good better; a less skeletal, less abstract distributional 

ethics than what we see in Pareto, Rawls, and Marxian discourse, and an 

appreciation of the different distributional ethics necessary for reasoning 

about sustainability and justice across generations, where markets cannot 

property rights to good ideas (that are necessarily attached to ideas for 

incentives� sake) and the obvious good that good ideas do widely when 

they are globally diffused; a tentative consideration of my concern that 

its own terms, I found Smith�s essay provocative in parts, but in general 

Having worked fruitfully with him on related material,1

Smith�s treatment was too broad in its sweeping treatment of 

globalization writ large, not just economic globalization, and of economic 

system is constructed, even �imagined,� a �contingent� system in Smith�s 

the following question: �Is that given system somehow (ethically? 

Christianly?) more attractive at local scale, national scale, or global scale, 

and why?� On what conditions (contingencies) might the answer depend 
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of power and who has it)?

treatment was regrettably insubstantial in its refusal to envision, much less 

have never published literature, it struck me as largely complaint without 

and asked the narrow question with which I thought we were charged�

what happens when you �globalize� them? Is it �good� or �bad�? Smith, 

however, expanded on theological scholarship that questions the very 

not just on different pages, or different stages (his elegant beginning); we 

Economists are incrementalists by tradition�that is different from 

eager to imagine alternative systems, alternative institutions, and alternative 

with training (the economic historians and the institutionalists do it best2) 

Cavanaugh) made the alternative seem like theocracy; I am sure that was 

Ironically, I found Smith�s treatment also too narrow�in its cavalier 

disregard, even disdain, for huge swaths of contemporary and historical 
3 

Missing or dismissed is more than a century of papal encyclicals concerned 

with economic globalization, along with the millennia of Catholic social 

contributions to the ethics of economic globalization by contemporary 
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I found the most provocative material in the second and third sections 

we economists pay inadequate attention to the subtle seduction of the 

4 Materialistic excess (what Ephesians in 

5 Consumerism (Smith�s and Cavanaugh�s term) is much 

Two other reactions and concerns are smaller in scope, and relate 

largely to the theologians� apparent distrust of organized thinking and 

I would have gained if Smith had added just a little on how 

of alternative �contingencies� or �social constructions�? We 

transactions were not very globalized; recently they are; therefore 

we can �learn� from history (�wonder� may be a better word, or 

I wondered if theologians have the same trouble and as much 

trouble with, say, anthropologists doing ethnography, as they 

seem to have with economists doing measurement? If so, then 

what scholarly disciplines do theologians respect? If so, then what 

do theologians substitute for reasoning and observation? If not, 

then why not?

Theologians will perhaps accuse me of demonizing them in these 

two concerns! But if they have other ways of organizing their thinking 

and observing than these traditional scholarly disciplines, then I would 

will theologians ever communicate with others, much less convince us to 

now?

Richardson
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work in process on the themes of our essays (McCloskey, 2006), )* +
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